Tunable delay of Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen entanglement
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Entangled systems display correlations that are stronger than can be obtained classically. This makes entanglement an essential resource for a number of applications, such as quantum information processing, quantum computing and quantum communications1–4. The ability to control the transfer of entanglement between different locations will play a key role in these quantum protocols and enable quantum networks5. Such a transfer requires a system that can delay quantum correlations without significant degradation, effectively acting as a short-term quantum memory. An important benchmark for such systems is the ability to delay an Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen (EPR) level of entanglement and to be able to tune the delay. EPR entanglement is the basis for a number of quantum protocols, allowing the remote inference of the properties of one system (to better than its standard quantum limit) through measurements on the other correlated system. Here we show that a four-wave mixing process based on a double-lambda scheme in hot 85Rb vapor allows us to obtain an optically tunable delay for EPR entangled beams of light. A significant maximum delay, of the order of the width of the cross-correlation function, is achieved. The four-wave mixing also preserves the quantum spatial correlations of the entangled beams. We take advantage of this property to delay entangled images, making this the first step towards a quantum memory for images.

The implementation of a quantum protocol usually requires the transfer of entanglement between different locations of the quantum processor to be properly synchronized. This requires tunable delays at least as large as the inverse of the maximum bandwidth of the signal (in our case given by the width of the cross-correlation function), that is to say, large tunable fractional delays. In general, applications such as quantum information processing and computing will require fractional delays larger than one, while quantum communications between distant locations will require much larger fractional delays. Light provides an excellent means to achieve this goal, as its propagation velocity can be controlled by tailoring the optical response of the medium. Indeed, a positive change of the index of refraction as a function of frequency leads to a reduced group velocity over a frequency range. For instance, the narrow transparency window obtained with electromagnetically induced transparency5, the transparent region between two absorption resonances6, or the sharp gain feature obtained with four-wave mixing in a double-lambda system7, all lead to a large dispersion over a small frequency range and a large reduction in group velocity.

Up to now, breakthroughs in the areas of delay and storage of quantum states have been achieved in the single photon regime, for which quantum delay lines8 and quantum memories9–11 have been demonstrated. Continuous variables, such as the amplitude and phase of a beam of light, offer the possibility of generating entanglement deterministically, can be measured with high efficiency, and can be efficiently mapped onto atomic ensembles. These properties are crucial for the efficient implementation of a number of quantum information protocols8 and make deterministic continuous-variable systems an attractive alternative to single photon systems. In the continuous-variable regime, results have been limited to the delay12 and storage13,14 of the squeezing properties of a single-mode beam of light and more recently to a small fractional delay (the ratio of the delay to the full-width at half-maximum of the cross-correlation function between the entangled beams after the delay) of the order of 0.08 for entanglement in the form of inseparability15. These experiments have been based on electromagnetically induced transparency, which has limited the storage efficiencies to values of the order of 15–20% (refs 13, 14). This poses an important constraint on the use of this process as a delay mechanism or quantum memory for continuous-variable entanglement. Here we show that four-wave mixing offers an alternative that preserves continuous-variable entanglement at the EPR level over a significant fractional delay and has the possibility of acting as a multi-spatial-mode delay line, allowing us to delay entangled images.

In order to characterize the entanglement between two systems, a and b, we need to analyze joint variables. For the case of the electromagnetic field, these variables correspond to the joint quadrature operators $\hat{X} = (\hat{X}_a - g\hat{X}_b)/\sqrt{2}$ and $\hat{Y} = (\hat{Y}_a + g\hat{Y}_b)/\sqrt{2}$, which combine the amplitude ($\hat{X}$) and phase ($\hat{Y}$) quadratures of the two systems. Here, g is a scaling factor which is adjusted to optimize the different entanglement criteria. Physically, the joint quadratures correspond to the amplitude difference, $\hat{X}_a - \hat{X}_b$, and phase sum, $\hat{Y}_a + \hat{Y}_b$, between the fields for $g = 1$. Based on the noise properties of these quadratures, different degrees of continuous-variable entanglement exist. The variance, or noise, of these operators for coherent states sets the standard quantum limit (SQL) of the quadrature fluctuations. The minimum requirement for entanglement is that the states of the two systems cannot be described independently, a property known as inseparability. This property can be quantified with the inseparability parameter $I = \langle \Delta X^2 \rangle_\text{N} + \langle \Delta Y^2 \rangle_\text{N}$, where the N subscript indicates that the variances have been normalized to the corresponding SQL. The state of the system is inseparable when $I < 2$ for some value of $g$ (ref. 16), such that having both $\langle \Delta X^2 \rangle$ and $\langle \Delta Y^2 \rangle$ below the SQL or squeezed, for some $g$ is a sufficient condition for entanglement. A stronger degree of quantum correlation is given by EPR entanglement, which can be quantified with the conditional variances of system a given system b, $\langle \Delta X_a | \Delta X_b \rangle$ and $\langle \Delta Y_a | \Delta Y_b \rangle$. We define the EPR parameter $I_{\text{AB}} = \langle \Delta X_a \Delta X_b \rangle,\langle \Delta Y_a \Delta Y_b \rangle$ such that $I_{\text{AB}} < 1$ indicates the presence of EPR entanglement16. In practice, it is not necessary to measure the conditional variances directly as they can be derived from the joint quadratures, as discussed in the Supplementary Information.

The experiment uses four-wave mixing in a double-lambda configuration (Fig. 1 inset), in two separate $^{87}$Rb cells, to first generate18,19...
in order to optimize the squeezing measurements for the joint quadratures. This allows us to obtain the optimum value for the inseparability parameter $\mathcal{I}$. The conditional variances, required to evaluate the EPR parameter, for the conjugate given the probe can be obtained using $g$ to optimize the squeezing with respect to the SQL of the conjugate alone$^{20}$. In general, the values of $g$ that minimize $\mathcal{I}$ and $\mathcal{E}_{ab}$ are not the same$^{2}$. We can, however, use the data taken with $g$ optimized for the inseparability parameter together with noise measurements of the individual beams to calculate the conditional variances for the EPR criterion, as described in the Supplementary Information.

The delay is characterized by the time shift in the cross-correlation function between the delayed probe and the conjugate with respect to the reference cross-correlation function, which is obtained when there is no four-wave mixing in the second cell. To calculate the correlation function of the entangled vacuum twin beams directly, we record the time traces of the photocurrents obtained from each of the homodyne detectors after filtering out the d.c. part. The correlation function has an oscillatory behaviour due to an offset of the local oscillator frequency with respect to the centre of the gain profile of the four-wave mixing process. We obtain the envelope of the correlation functions by taking data for different quadratures of the vacuum twin beams. Since the phases of the homodyne detectors are not actively stabilized, we acquire the time traces by triggering the data acquisition system at a given noise level of the signal measured by one of the spectrum analysers, which corresponds to a specific phase $\theta$. This makes it possible to obtain data only when the homodyne detectors are measuring a specific combination of quadratures, that is, $\chi^{(2)}_{ab}$ (see Supplementary Information).

With our experimental parameters, the initial state is EPR entangled, with $\mathcal{E}_{ab} = 0.47(4) < 1$ and $\mathcal{E} = 0.72(3) < 1$ (Fig. 2a). As the delay is increased to 22 ns, for a fractional delay of 0.44, the squeezing in both joint quadratures is reduced to 3 dB, such that EPR entanglement is still present with $\mathcal{E}_{ab} = 0.73(9) < 1$ and $\mathcal{E} = 0.97(3) < 2$ (Fig. 2b). This point is significant, as some protocols, such as e-cloning$^{27}$, entanglement swapping$^{23}$, and teleportation of arbitrary coherent states$^{24}$, require at least 3 dB of squeezing in both joint quadratures. EPR entanglement is lost at a delay of 27 ns, as shown in Fig. 3, which corresponds to a fractional delay of 0.52. We finally increase the delay to 32 ns, for a fractional delay of 0.6. At this point a small amount of entanglement is still present, but only the inseparability criterion is satisfied with $\mathcal{I} = 1.74(3) < 1$ (Fig. 2c).

As shown in Fig. 3, longer delays require a larger gain in the slow light cell. This gain, associated with the four-wave mixing process that leads to a reduced group velocity, is the main source of excess noise responsible for the degradation of the entanglement. The gain is linked to the generation of a second conjugate which is quantum correlated with the delayed probe. As the second conjugate is not measured, this is equivalent to tracing the density matrix of the whole system over that beam, which leads to a mixed state and thus to excess noise on the delayed probe. Inseparability is more robust to sources of excess noise than EPR entanglement, as can be seen from Fig. 3, as it is independent of the purity of the state$^{25}$. A gain of more than 2, as seen in Fig. 3, is possible while still satisfying the inseparability criterion.

The optical tunability of the system is illustrated by the fact that the delay disappears (blue correlation functions in Fig. 2) when the pump input to the slow light cell is blocked. When this is done the initial degree of entanglement is substantially recovered. As the temperature of the slow light cell is increased, absorption of the probe as itpropagates through the cell increases and leads to a small degradation of the entanglement. In principle it is possible to combine both the temperature and pump power tuning capabilities of the system to obtain even larger delays. However, reducing the pump power makes the bandwidth over which a delay can be obtained smaller than the squeezing bandwidth of our initial state. This leads to distortion and break-up of the cross-correlation function and makes it hard to characterize the delay with our current experimental
Figure 2 | Delay of EPR entanglement. Top row, the entanglement is characterized by measuring the noise power of the sum (red curves) and difference (blue curves) signals of the homodyne detectors as the phase \( \theta \) is scanned. These measurements are done for a slow light cell temperature of 23 °C (a), 91 °C (b) and 100 °C (c). The minima of the blue and red curves give the variance of the intensity difference (\( \langle \Delta N_1^2 \rangle \)) and phase sum (\( \langle \Delta \phi_1^2 \rangle \)), respectively, needed to calculate the entanglement criteria. The relative delay between the probe and conjugate is characterized by measuring the cross-correlation between their fluctuations. Bottom row, the envelopes of the cross-correlation functions for the corresponding temperatures of the slow light cell. The grey curve shows the correlation function that is obtained when there is no four-wave mixing in the slow light cell and is taken as the reference cross-correlation function for the delay measurements. This effectively corresponds to the output from the first cell. The red curves give the cross-correlation between the delayed probe and the conjugate. The delay can be controlled by changing the temperature or the pump power in the slow light cell. The blue curves show the cross-correlation functions when the pump beam for the slow light cell is blocked, which illustrates the optical tuning capabilities of the system. The envelopes of the correlation functions are calculated by taking data for 30 different phases of the homodyne detectors evenly distributed between 0 and \( \pi/2 \) (discussed in detail in the Supplementary Information). A data acquisition system with a rate of 1 GHz is used to record 30 time traces with 10,000 points for each trigger level, whose correlation functions are averaged. The numbers in parenthesis are combined statistical and systematic uncertainties estimated at one standard deviation, a.u., arbitrary units.

Figure 3 | Effect of the gain in the slow light cell on the quantum correlations. The black curve shows the gain in the slow light cell as a function of the delay of the probe. The red curve shows \( E_{\phi} \) as a function of the delay, \( E_{\phi} < 1 \) (indicated by the red shaded region) indicates the presence of EPR entanglement. The blue curve shows \( I \) as a function of the delay, \( I < 2 \) (indicated by the blue plus red shaded regions) indicates inseparability between the delayed probe and the conjugate. EPR entanglement is lost for a delay of about 27 ns, which corresponds to a gain of about 1.5. The inseparability is more robust to sources of excess noise, and is still present for a delay greater than 32 ns and a gain larger than 2. Longer delays require larger gains in the slow light cell, as can be seen from the black curve. This increase in gain leads to a quick deterioration of the quantum correlations.

The delays obtained with the four-wave mixing represent an important step towards achieving a fractional delay larger than one while maintaining the entanglement levels needed for quantum protocols in general. Even though gain degrades the quantum correlations, it should be possible to increase the fractional delay by, for example, modifying the gain profile to optimize the dispersive properties of the medium\(^{11}\). In addition, it has been recently shown that four-wave mixing in the double-lambda configuration can be used for storage in the classical regime\(^{12}\). In principle, it should be possible to use our system for the storage of quantum states.

Recently, there has been interest in extending the storage properties of quantum memories to include the transverse spatial information of the beams of light, such that the propagation of images can be controlled. Up to now, the results on this front have been limited to the delay and storage of classical images\(^{13,14}\). An important property of the four-wave mixing process used here is that it supports multiple spatial modes. This has important consequences in the generation of entangled beams of light, as it allows for subregions of the beams to be independently correlated\(^{15,16}\) or entangled and makes it possible to obtain entanglement between complicated spatial patterns, that is, entangled images\(^{17}\). Each of the spatial modes supported by the four-wave mixing will experience gain and thus a delay. We illustrate this property by showing the delay of a particular entangled image with the shape of the \( \Psi \) symbol, as shown in Fig. 4. We have obtained a tunable relative delay between the entangled multi-spatial-mode probe and conjugate beams of up to 27 ns, for a fractional delay of 0.45, while still preserving the inseparability of the images. As a result
of the phase-matching condition, given by the conservation of momentum, different spatial modes experience different gains and thus different delays. This leads to a slight broadening and distortion of the cross-correlation function.

We have demonstrated that four-wave mixing makes it possible to obtain a tunable delay of EPR entangled beams of light with a fractional delay of up to 0.5%. This is a step towards applications such as distributed quantum computation, protocols based on teleportation of arbitrary quantum states, entanglement swapping, and so on. The ability to delay entangled images makes it possible to extend the intrinsic parallelism of image processing to the quantum regime. In addition, the capability of supporting multiple spatial modes offers advantages in terms of speed and reliability for quantum communication schemes and computing schemes. The dependence of the delay on the pump power, combined with the spatial properties of the system, offer the possibility of using the spatial profile of the pump to independently control the delay of different spatial modes. For example, having a pump beam smaller than the probe in the cell would only introduce a delay on the overlapping regions. This would make it possible to control the transfer of a large amount of quantum resources in parallel.
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